
safeguard Bundle Benefits
Senso's online safety software is able to deliver an unparalleled insight into a users’ actions and behaviors 

using advanced AI driven visual threat analysis, and has been developed with usability in mind.

Designed by Online Safety Teams.
An intuitive management dashboard allowing you to prioritize 

and manage concerns with ease.









Azure Cloud.
Read-only logs to ensure your data's integrity in the Azure Cloud.

Data, Trend Analysis and Reports.
Supporting a focused, proactive and relevant online safety strategy.

Enhancing your Online Safety Capabilities.
Online monitoring that enhances your online safety efforts and 

abilities with comprehensive keyword libraries developed in 

partnership with expert organizations.

Safeguard Cloud Bundle
Protect users using school-owned devices by proactively monitoring and indicating to 

relevant staff, users who may be vulnerable or at risk, users who may pose a risk to others 
and inappropriate, off-task or harmful behaviour.

www.senso.cloud    |    superhero@senso.cloud



Microsoft Teams Sync
Effortlessly sync your school or business' Microsoft Teams groups 

automatically for easy screen access.

Google Classroom Sync
Your school Google Classroom groups can be synced automatically 

for easy screen access.

Substitute Teacher
Share groups with substitute teachers or teaching aids.  

Administrators can invite a substitute teacher to see all of their 

required classes.

Remote Control
Take control of devices with ease. Easily assist a user or take control 

of a single device, or of multiple devices.

Live Thumbnail View
Monitoring made easy, with the option to take control of devices if 

help is required.

Send Message
Send a message to a single student or to multiple students. Prompt 

students in just a few clicks.

Azure AD
Azure AD allows access to grouping and user-based information. 

Allows automatic sync to pull.

Client Updater
Update your client in just a single click or schedule an update for a 

more convenient time.

Our essential modules
Live Thumbnail View

Send Message

Azure AD



safeguarding staff & students

Client Live Chat
Engage a two way chat between a console and client user to offer 

help or advice during the lesson.

Logging and Blocking
Records URL history and allows you to take screenshots based on 

the keywords entered by the user. This module can also ignore 

specific URLs and keywords if desired.

Email Alerts
Senso will instantly alert you via email if any urgent or critical 

violations are triggered.

Keywords
We work with leading charities to ensure the most up-to-date 

keywords are enhancing your online safety efforts and abilities. You 

can also add your own keywords that may be specific to your local 

area, school or business.

AUP
Acceptable User Policies for the user, shows the first agreed and last 

agreed information.

Keywords

Access

Logging and Blocking

Email Alerts

Access
Quickly and easily block access to resources such as websites or 

applications.

Allow Apps
Restrict access to specific applications or allow only one application 

on a single device or on multiple devices.



AI Driven Visual Threat Detection
Only Senso offers a visual threat intelligence feature as a standard component in its 

Safeguard Cloud bundle, providing early stage actionable intelligence to protect students, 
identify potential victims and prevent harmful content.

 
Visual content is everywhere - you can view, save and share easier than ever before. Senso provides a unique 

solution with visual threat technology driven by categories not general image labelling.

Send File

Lock Screen
Launch
Open an application or a specific website for the entire class to 

keeps students on target.

Send File
Access and send files from anywhere to single or multiple devices. 

Send File has the ability to run files as an administrator.

Lock Screen
Lock the screens of all selected devices, grab everyone’s attention 

with a customizable message.

Raise Concern
A tool allowing users to anonymously report a concern about 

themselves or someone else electronically, with the ability to take 

screenshots if appropriate.


